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April 2022 - Career (or other) changes
Are you ready for your dreams to take-off?

Coaching provides a space for you to think and reflect. T his newsletter is a
monthly collection of some things to take you back to that reflective space,
just for a little while. So grab the drink of your choice, tune everyone out and
see whether anything here inspires you. Our focus this month is on career (or
indeed other) changes. Spring can be a time when new growth and direction
feel possible. It can also be a time of "where on earth has that year gone",
especially if you have part of your life running on the UK academic year
calendar. Change of any sort can be scary, but also liberating and joyful. Good
luck!

Light the fire - Something to read

"Hope" is the thing with
feathers by Emily Dickinson
“Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.

Ready to fly - something to watch

What is career satisfaction?
A common challenge faced by the
people I work with is not knowing what
else they could do than their current
job or role. I love this T edX talk by
Laura Berman Fortgang because it
sums up the different ways to think
about what we want to do. "Career

satisfaction doesn't come from what
you are doing, but from who you are
whilst you are doing it".
Ready to soar - Something longer to read

Working Identity
A traditional model of switching
careers is that you jump directly from
one career to another. T his is scary
and possibly not for the more risk
averse amongst us. More
approachable for many is the idea
that you can in some way try out
different "working identities" before
making a big jump. T hat might mean
trying something out in your spare
time or annual leave, developing a
side-hustle or maybe researching
different possibilities. I sat half and half
between research and diversity and
inclusion work for 4 years and I took a
coaching course. But, inspired by
"Working Identity" by Hermina Ibarra, I
also tried out primary school teaching
by volunteering teaching science one
day a week and hanging out in the
staff room. All these gave me the
courage to walk away from my first
career in climate science.

More (mostly related) ideas
Blogs from the SendT hemSoaring Archive

When our identity is tied
up with our career
If our identity is too much tied
up with the job that we do or
the title that we hold, it can

What will you take with
you?
If you are thinking about a
career change, even remotely,
it can be useful to think about
what you would want to take
with you from your current role,

make it harder to think about

and what you would want to

other options. And if we do

leave behind. Some thoughts

make a change, there can be

written for a colleague leaving

an adjustment period. Read

after a long time.

about mine in this blog from
2020.

Find out more about my
current coaching
services

New clients - book a
free 30 min
taster/chemistry
session

Previous and existing
clients - book a one-oﬀ
60 min top-up session
£100
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